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Abstract: The real-time management and control of heating-system networks in
residential buildings has tremendous energy-saving potential, and accurate load
prediction is the basis for system monitoring. In this regard, selecting the appro-
priate input parameters is the key to accurate heating-load forecasting. In existing
models for forecasting heating loads and selecting input parameters, with an
increase in the length of the prediction cycle, the heating-load rate gradually
decreases, and the influence of the outside temperature gradually increases. In
view of different types of solutions for improving buildings’ energy efficiency,
this study proposed a Energy-efficiency model for residential buildings based
on gradient descent optimization (E2B-GDO). This model can predict a building’s
heating-load conservation based on a building energy performance dataset. The
input layer includes area (distribution of the glazing area, wall area, and surface
area), relative density, and overall elevation. The proposed E2B-GDO model
achieved an accuracy of 99.98% for training and 98.00% for validation.

Keywords: Heating-load prediction; machine learning; gradient descent
optimization

1 Introduction

Buildings need to be designed to support people’s health and well-being and to use the least amount of
materials and resources. This applies to the construction of new buildings as well as the improvement of
existing ones. In performance-driven building design, simulation is used to understand a building’s
energy consumption [1]. This approach is known as Building performance simulation (BPS), and it
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allows a designer to examine in advance the influence of a building’s shape, materials, and systems on its
expected thermal output. The search for an optimal design via simulation has conventionally had a small
search space and a narrow region of possible choices. However, optimization, which can improve
efficiency, can help to dramatically expand the search space during the design of a product [2].

The advantages of search optimization are realized when the optimization routine can assess thousands
of possible options. However, large runs of realistic performance simulations require significant time and
resources. Optimization can reduce the amount of specialist labor needed to scan broad additional spaces,
but the resulting computational load can be daunting. Surrogate or data-driven models are based on
mathematical inputs learned from measured or virtual data related to physical properties. For instance, the
thermophysical properties of building materials and environmental-condition parameters can be used to
predict indoor environmental conditions. Sufficiently accurate surrogate models, therefore, can provide
fast, precise alternatives to performance simulators. It has been suggested that such models are superior to
random forest, support vector machines, and decision trees for forecasting the hourly energy demand of
buildings [3].

Buildings account for one-third of the world’s overall electricity consumption. Although energy
efficiency standards are important instruments for improving buildings’ energy efficiency, the criteria can
vary from country to country. The energy standard used in the US has saved more than $56 billion in
electricity costs. Meanwhile, china requires new buildings to be 65% more energy efficient than they
were in the 1980s. Energy efficiency standards in the EU tend to focus more on existing buildings. In
India, the energy conservation building code for large-scale commercial buildings was adopted in 2007 [1,4].

Improvements to global energy efficiency have been slowing down since 2015. Energy Efficiency 2019,
which tracks trends in global energy efficiency, has investigated the factors related to this recent slowdown
while also emphasizing how digitization can improve energy efficiency [2]. In digitization, the input layer
consists of a sphere, which can be described as a flat circle or the space that occupies an object’s surface.
This area is measured in units per square centimeter, in square feet, and in square inches [3].

When installing glass in a structure, the area of the wall framing the glass is measured using the standard
equation, which is height × length [4]. The surface-to-volume (S/V) ratio (the circumference’s three-
dimensional magnitude-area ratio) is a crucial factor for determining heat loss/gain. The larger the surface
area, the higher the heat. Low S/V ratios, therefore, reflect minimal heat gain and minimal heat loss [5].
Reducing compactness ratios for heating and cooling buildings can reduce costs and improve efficiency
[6]. Most heating and cooling loads are worsened when the building’s thermal load is 25°C, its cooling
load temperature is 30°C, and the outputs are below 16°C [7].

2 Literature Review

Energy included in the UN Environment Program includes climate construction, building envelopes,
building services, and energy systems. The temperature created inside a building is estimated at 19°C,
according to the researchers [8]. Buildings have large surface areas and high volume. The main thermal
envelope area and its volume (ratio A/V) represent the ratio between a building’s compactness and its
expression; the thermal envelope separates the indoor and outdoor surroundings.

There are various thermal envelope characteristics under different climatic conditions, which have
different effects on building management processes [9,10]. The US Environmental Protection Agency has
described “low energy consumption as energy quality.” A study in France noted a clear association
between energy consumption and size coefficients; if the relationship between building size and energy
consumption is adjusted to climate change, its output generates very hot or very cold charges [11].
Development of energy consumptions varies according to temperature rather than the main effects of the
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glazed region, depending on the orientation of the building and annual energy demands. Various studies have
investigated designing for different environments [12,13]. There are three types of relative compactness:
window ratios, wall ratios, and glazing, as defined by the solar heat gain coefficient. Other factors,
meanwhile, greatly affect the color of the facade of a building. Some structures can be made related to
energy generation, the prevention of excessive heat, heat transfer, solar radiation absorption, and
compactness [14–16].

Many studies have relied on mathematical models to calculate buildings’ heating efficiency. This
approach is suitable for residential buildings but not commercial buildings because of inherent limitations
[12,17]. Simulation techniques are mainly used for office buildings where the size of the rectangle
L gives the building size at the total annual capacity. Just two building shapes have been studied in
previous studies, but instead of heating the space to display the size of the house, its percentage is
discussed, along with the relative compactness and glazing styles. The system model needs a low
refrigeration load and low total building energy consumption [13,18].

This study investigated the key relationship for most apartments between convex ratio and building
power efficiency and discusses the three major levels of convexity. The shape of the building has a direct
effect on the building’s energy consumption. This study analyzes the impact of the curved shapes on the
final energy demand by studying three different shapes. The differences in shape between the buildings
was found to have an impact and on the final energy demand. Both amounts are less convex in the
volumes of the curve, higher energy efficiency, and convexity of the direct mean [19,20]. Computational
intelligence approaches, such as a fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines, are
robust approaches for future forecasting and prediction purposes [21–23].

3 Proposed E2B-GDO System Model

This study proposes a building energy-efficiency model based on gradient descent optimization (E2B-
GDO) to forecast the energy performance of residential buildings. In this model, five layers are pushed
toward the cloud if accuracy is achieved to conduct further processing for the validation phase (Fig. 1).
The proposed model has 786 samples. Relative compactness, field, and overall height are inputs; heating
and cooling loads are outputs. A cloud was used to store data, whether for testing or training. The model
collects data from the cloud for the validation process. Trained data or inputs are fed into the cloud,
which determines the evaluation system for testing purposes. Data are fed into the cloud and forwarded to
the preprocessor layer, which will boost errors and missing values. Forwarding to the final iteration is the
last step. The sensory layer is taken as an input layer providing inputs during the training process. The
object layer selects the desired data from multiple data and selects the accurate data needed for
the missing values in the preprocessing layer and normalizes the result to get an accurate raw data result.
The prediction layer used Gradient descent optimization (GDO) to predict the outcome. Consistency is
tested in the consistency layer regarding whether its accuracy is adequate, and the miss rate is verified. If
the accuracy meets the requirement, it is moved to the cloud, and the process is repeated until all errors
have been removed. Once errors are removed, the process moves to the validation phase, where it moves
from the sensory layer to preprocessing. If the result is accurate, the final model is obtained; if not, it
moves back to the sensory layer and repeats the process.

In the proposed model’s input layer, the hidden layer and output layer are used for computation and
optimization through the backpropagation algorithm. Different steps are involved in the backpropagation
algorithm, such as weight initialization, feedforward, error backpropagation, and weight and bias
updating. Each neuron is given the activation function in a hidden layer, such as S(y) = alpha(y). The
alpha function was used in the input layer shown in Eq. (2). The sigmoid activation function used in the
output layer is given in Eq. (2).
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3.1 Mathematical Model

We know the equation of the line is

aj ¼ a1 þ
Xm
i¼1

mij x bi
� �

; (1)

uj ¼ 1

1þ exp�aj
; (2)

where j = 1, 2, 3……n.

The second input taken for the output layer is shown in Eq. (3):

ak ¼ b2 þ
Xn
j¼1

njk x hj
� �

: (3)

Figure 1: Proposed E2B-GDO system model
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The output is shown in Eq. (4):

hk ¼ 1

1þ exp�ak
; (4)

where k = 1, 2, 3…r.

The error involved in backpropagation is shown in Eq. (5):

E ¼ 1

2

X
k

Sk � hkð Þ; (5)

where Sk is the desired output, and hk is an output.

The change of weights in the output is shown in Eq. (6):

Dw x� dE
dw

,

Dnjk ¼ �e
dE
dnJk

: (6)

Apply the chain rule method in Eq. (6):

Dnjk ¼ �e
dE
dhk

� dhK
daK

� dak
dnjk

: (7)

After obtaining the value from Eq. (7), the weights are as shown in Eq. (8):

Dnjk ¼ e sk � hkð Þ � hk 1� hkð Þ � hj
� �

,

Dnjk ¼ efkhj,

e
X
k

njk
� �" #

� hj 1� hj
� �� yie

X
k

njk
� �" #

� hj 1� hj
� �� yi; (8)

where

fk= (sk � hk) � hk(1- hk),

Dwija�
P
k

dE
dh

�xdhk
dak

� dak
dhj

� �
� dhj
daj

� daj
dwij

,

Dwij ¼ �e
P
k

dE
dh

�xdhk
dak

� dak
dhj

� �
� dhj
daj

� daj
dwij

,

Dwij ¼ e
P
k

sk � hkð Þ � hk 1� hkð Þ � njk
� �� �

� hk 1� hkð Þ � yi,

Dwij ¼ e
P
k

sk � hkð Þ � hk 1� hkð Þ � njk
� �� �

� hj 1� hj
� � � yi,

Dwij¼ e
P
k
fk njk
� �� �

x� 1� hj
� �� yi,

Dwij¼ efj yi; (9)

fj ¼
P
k
fk njk
� �� �

� hj 1� hj
� �

.
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Updating the weight and bias between the output and hidden layer is as shown in Eq. (10):

nþjk ¼ njk þ pFDnjk : (10)

At the input layer and hidden layer, updating the weights and bias are as shown in Eq. (11):

wþ
ij ¼ wij þ pFDwij: (11)

pF is taken as the learning rate of the E2B-GDO model. The convergence of the proposed E2B-GDO
model depends on the selection of pF .

3.2 Proposed E2B-GDO System Model Using Fitness Modeling

Two layers of a feed-forward network are used in the GDO fitting application. A fitting network is used
to train the selected data. Then, those data are divided into training, validation, and testing sets to define the
architecture of the network. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used to train and fit 786 sets of data,
randomly divided into 70% for training (538 samples), 15% for validation (115 samples), and 15% for testing
(115 samples).

3.3 Proposed E2B-GDO Using Time-Series Modeling

The time-series standard was used to solve the three types of nonlinear problems using the
dynamic network in GDO. The GDO time series was trained by first selecting and then dividing the data
into training, validation, and testing sets to define the architecture of the network. MATLAB was used to
train and fit 786 sets of data using a Nonlinear autoregressive exogenous model (NARX). Three layers
were used in the time-series model, with a sensory layer as the input, a hidden layer as the prediction
layer, and a performance layer that shows the output if the result is accurate. In the case of errors, the
process is repeated.

4 Results and Discussion

MATLABwas used for the clone of the result. Tab. 1 shows the accuracy, missing rate in the training and
the validation phase.

In Tab. 1, along with the comparison of previous approaches, performance is checked using a fitting
model and a time series [14]. Tab. 1 shows a comparison of the accuracy and missing rate in training and
validation for two kinds of approaches.

Tab. 2 shows the evaluation and prediction of residential buildings’ energy performance using the
proposed E2B-GDO model and compares the results with those of other approaches, such as random
forest and decision trees. The comparison is based on the factors of heating-load prediction based on
building energy performance; the table also shows statistical measures such as accuracy, missing rate, and

Table 1: The Performance of the proposed E2B-GDO model

Proposed E2B-GDO model Accuracy[%] Missing Rate[%] MSE[%]

Using fitting model Training 99.98 0.02 7.974

Validation 98.00 2.0 8.328

Using time series Training 99.99 0.01 5.939

Validation 97.04 3.06 0.002
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mean square error. The proposed E2B-GDO model was found to perform better than the other methods with
regard to accuracy and MSE.

5 Conclusion

This study investigated buildings’ energy consumption and heat production using gradient descent
optimization to predict heating and cooling load. The proposed Energy-efficiency model for residential
buildings based on gradient descent optimization (E2B-GDO) can predict a building’s heating-load
conservation based on a building energy performance dataset. The proposed E2B-GDO model achieved
accuracies of 99.98% in training and 98.00 in validation. Area, relative compactness, and overall height
have a significant effect on heating and cooling load. This study’s method can be applied to designing
buildings to optimize energy performance for any given input variable based on either experimental or
simulated data.
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